Ultralight flight links hang gliding,
lawnmower engines and courage
. . . SEE PAGE 4
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By Mike McGuire
A student calls the University
Police and angrily tells them someone made off with his wallet, watch
irid money from his locker in the
Men’s Gym locker room.
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The police arrive and take down
the usual information: name, age,
address and a description of the stir
len property.
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Recently, four women left their
wallets and jewlery in a Women’s
Gym locker. When they returned
from their workout an hour later, all
the cash and jewlery was gone. They
estimated the loss at $313.
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That’s no way to shoot ducks
Angel Gibson, an English freshman, practices a rifle
Intl Gibson, who teaches a rifle class at Santa Teresa High School in San Jose will be
holding tryouts tor nest year’s team In preparation, she has been running over some of
the drills her students will be doing.
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By Larry Hooper
A city-owned garage that closed last semester is scheduled to reopen by December, city officials said Friday. But the reopening of the garage will not restore the 50-cent rate for parking
in the lots, according to Joe Perez, a city parking
official.
In fact, the city office of off-street parking
will propose a 25-cent increase for parking in the
lots to the city council, Perez said. If approved,
the increase would take effect July 1.
When city officials warned the council last
October the Third and St. John streets structure
could not withstand a model ate earthquake, the
council ordered to close the garage immediately.
The city council also ordered to raise the

rates for parking in the once all -student dirt lots
from 50 cents to $1.50, and to direct the former
garage parkers to park in the lots.
Fewer parkers and pressure from SJSU students and administration forced the council to
lower the rates for parking in the lots to $1.
The city filed suit for repair costs and lost
revenue in November against NAM, the engineering firm which designed the garage and
Pankow, Inc., the firm which built the garage,
according to Bill Mayfield, deputy city attorney.
Pankow and the city reached an out -of-court
settlement last week. The city has agreed to absorb its engineering-consultation costs and lost
revenue from the garage closure if Pankow

brings the garage up to earthquake standards,
Mayfield said.
Pankow agreed to make the necessary repairs by the end of the year, without admitting
any fault, said Pankow attorney Randolph Rice.
Rice said the firm agreed to make the repairs to
spare the costs of a three-to-five-year court battle.
Pankow officials estimate repair costs at
nearly $700,000.
Perez said the north dirt lot at Fourth and
San Fernando streets, will probably be most affected by the reopening of the garage. That lot is
used mainly by those who formerly parked in the
garage. The south lot at Fourth and San Carlos
streets is still used mainly by SJSU commuters,
he said.

Police investigator provides hints
for protection against locker theft
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Repaired parking garage
to reopen in December ’83

A man called the University Police last week and said someone entered his locker and took $200 in cash
and a $200 diamond ring. There were

no signs of a forced entry
In the last two weeks there have
been four thefts from the Men’s
Locker Room.
University Police investigator
Jeff Higginbotham said most of the

University Police say most
thefts could be prevented by not
placing valuables in lockers.
thefts could be prevented.
"A lot of the time the lockers
aren’t even locked," he said. "The
last time I was in the locker room I

ized by a theft.
The best way to eliminate thefts
is to not place anything of any value
in a locker. Even if you lock your

locker, Higginbotham warned that
bolt cutters used by many thieves
will cut through most any lock.
Common sense always helps.
Higginbotham said if you have valuables in your locker and you have to
take a shower, ask someone to
watch the locker.
He suggested marking all your
valuables you leave in a locker. Higginbotham said this will aid the police in locating your property in the
event it’s stolen.
"The San Jose Police are given
copies of tickets from pawn shops in
the area," Higginbotham said. "The
items on the list are then punched
into the computer to see if they have
been stolen. By marking your property you can really help in recovering your property."

’Program adjustment day’ altered
By Bob Teeter
Admissions and Records officials are making it easier to change classes
next semester than had been expected.
Arena registration, renamed "program adjustment day," will now be
open to students who received a class section in July other than that for
which they registered for earlier in April and May, said Ed Chambers, director of Admissions and Records.

City task force loo ks to the future,
makes plans for the year 2000
By Bob Teeter
San Jose will make a step into the 21st century on Saturday.
Horizon 2000, the city’s task force on planning for the year 2000, will present its findings from the last three months in a public meeting from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday in McCabe Hall, 145W. San Carlos St.
Task force members will review reports and take new testimony.
Their recommendations will be used to extend the limit of the current
general plan from 1990 to 2000.
The plan is expected to be finished by November. The city council will
consider it in February and March.
Horizon 2000 will hold two more public meetings in September and January.
It is important to get public opinion when planning a city, said Donald
Rothblatt, chairman of SJSU’s urban and regional planning department, because it takes decades to change something once it is built.
"You build it, you sort of have to live with it for a while," he said. "It’s to
the credit of the city and the new mayor" they are having special hearings
and working on a long-term plan, because long-term planning is necessary
to make a city great.
The 25 task force members, appointed by the city council in January, divided into subcommittees in February to study San Jose’s needs.
Three subcommittees studied the city’s infrastructure, neighborhood
facilities and services and housing and neighborhood preservation. An ad
hoc committee covered environmental quality.
The four groups considered traffic, housing, city services, rapid transit,
hillside development and economic development.
City officials sent out over 2,000 flyers on the taks force, said Inge Horton, of the city planning department.
The task force includes four city council members Horizon 2000 Chair -

noticed several lockers that were
simply left open."
One may ask, "How can I stop
this from happening to me?’ Higginbotham had several tips on how
to prevent from becoming victim -

woman Patricia Sausedo, Shirley Lewis, Jerry Estruth and Jim Beall.
Charles R. Reed represents the planning commission.
City council members nominated ten citizens to represent each of their
districts. They are Lynne Pitagora, of District 1 (West Valley); Judy Stabile, District 2 (Santa Teresa); Mary Trounstine, District 3 (Central San
Jose); Arthur Villarruz, District 4 ( Berryessa ); Robert Perez, District 5
(Alum Rock); Susan Phillips, District 8 (Willow Glen); Jim Hicks, District
7 (South San Jose); Mary Dean, District 8 (Evergreen); Alice Thorn, District 9 (Cambrian-Pioneer) and Stan Anticouni, District 101Almaden

City considers public opinion
important in establishing a plan
for future development
Ten citizens represent special interests. They are Peter CervantesGautschi, labor; Mike Guerra, banking and finance; Bob Chapman, environmentalists; Woody Corbett, mobile home residents; Anne Stahr, League
of Women Voters; Dan Hancock, Building Industry Association; Homer
Hyde, San Jose Chamber of Commerce; Al Crema, San Jose Real Estate
Board; Peter Giles, Santa Clara County Manufacturing Group and Jose Zertuche, Downtown Working Review Committee.

Computer -assisted registration runs through Frida>
Program adjustment day had been limited to new students, students
who failed to pay their fees and students who were left out of a class for
which they registered.
Students who were assigned the "wrong" sections will be able to go to
program adjustment day for the fall semester only, Chambers said. In future semesters, those students will have to use the three-week add/drop period to change sections.
Schedules and bills for fees will be sent out July 6.
Chambers said students who receive a "perfect" schedule in the mail
will not get a form for program adjustment day.
In the fall semester, students who want to change "wrong" sections will
be able to do it between Sand 7 p.m. on program adjustment day. August 23.
Students who fail to pay their fees by the July 29 deadline will lose all the
classes for which they registered but will also be able to re-register on Aug.
23.
New students and students who were not able to get classes for which
they signed up will register between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Aug. 23.
Though students with "wrong" sections will have only two hours to
change them, Chambers said, fewer students than usual will get "wrong"
sections because of new procedures adopted for fall registration.
In past semesters, about 30 percent of students were assigned "wrong"
sections.
If more students use computer-assisted registration, Chambers said,
schools and departments will be able to better plan the number of sections
they need to offer of each class.
That way, he said, more students will be able to get all the sections for
which they register.
Most of the 19 California State University campuses use arena registration as their only form of registration.
Only the Fullerton, Sacramento, San Francisco and San Jose campuses
have converted to computer -assisted registration.
Chambers said he would know
by June if too many students receive "wrong" sections so he could
change procedures slightly if necessary.
The Admissions and Records
department will limit to 18 the numToday’s weather forecast
ber of units for which students can
calls for morning clouds giving
register during computer -assisted
way to fair and sunny skies this
registration. The limit had been 21
afternoon. Westerly winds will
units.
increase this afternoon to 10 to
The new limit will prevent stumiles per hour, according to the
dents from registering for classes
National Weather Service. The
they do not need planning to drop
high temperature will be 68 and
the extra classes during the adthe low will be 48.
d/drop period, Chambers said.
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EDITORIAL

A.S. mandate meddling, petty
This editorial is partially funded by the
1ssociated Students. But we wish it
wasn’t.
The A.S. board of directors voted unanimously on Wednesday. April 20 to stop funding the Spartan Daily, KSJS, Radio-TV and
three performing arts groups unless acknowledgment of A.S. support was mentioned.
There is already a message in the Spartan Daily which says, "On-campus delivery
paid for through Associated Students at $.50
per participating enrolled student."
Thus, the action by A.S. is an exercise in
redundancy. Worse still, the action suggests
that A.S. thinks they can dictate the content
of the Spartan Daily.
In Miami Hearld vs. Tornillo, the United
States Supreme Court Justices ruled "editors are what editing is for." The A.S. board
of directors are not exempt from this decision, and they should reconsider their publicity demands.
A.S. directors are close to violating the
First Amendment. If they are successful in
their attempt to influence the campus media
by its purse strings, it would be an abuse of
their power.

The creativit), in performing arts also
could be censored if the A.S. board of directors controlled the displays in the Art Gallery, the concerts in the Music Department.
and the plays performed in Theatre Arts.
Students voted two years ago for the Automatic Funding Initiative and the Revised
Automatic Funding Initiative the following
year. RAF1 orders A.S. to fund seven campus groups automatically. However, based
on their recent actions, the A.S. directors do
not seem to care about the votes of their constituents.
Because the directors could not overturn
this student vote, they interpreted the word
"automatic" to mean "advisory." With this
change, these seven campus groups are victims to the whims of the directors. The Daily’s RAF1 allocation will be reduced from
$22,000 to $10,000 next semester.
It is petty of the A.S. board to demand
written recognition of their contribution to
the six campus programs. These programs
provide useful educational experience for
the students involved with them.
The board should act like statesmen instead of politicians. They should respect the
student vote which mandated the allocation
they now seek to make conditional.
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Editor’s Notebook

Reporter learns lesson in ethics
Condensed./ rom Spur-ton Dully. September 10, 1952
In a showdown between the white-haired woman
and the know-it-all reporter, the grandmother never
stood a chance.
The reporter got the story. But somehow he ended
up on the short end, he thought.
When they met, the woman immediately knew why
the reporter was there

By Dan Nakaso
Editor

Her 18-year-old granddaughter had been arrested
the night before for allegedly hiring an undercover sheriff’s deputy to kill a 16-year-old girl.
To the woman, the impromptu interview was an
emotional invasion of her privacy. To him, it was a story
possibly page one.
The reporter was waiting on her doorstep when she
pulled into the driveway. She nooded politely but cautiously eyed the notebook poking out of his back pocket.
She walked into the house without saying sword and
left him standing on the porch.
The reporter took a breath and, without knocking.
pulled open the screen door. In the next 30 seconds, he
thought, he would either be getting the interview or
going back without a story.
He identified himself as a reporter then, as he began
walking in the living room, asked if he could come in.
The woman burst into tears and nodded her head.
He sat down and began scribbling furiously, recording
appearance, the size of the house, and everything she
said. Better get everything down, he thought, tie might
be out the door any minute.
The grandmother leaned forward in the sofa and
began crying into her hands. In a rush of words, she recalled the last 24 hours and said the entire experience
seemed like a nightmare.
The reporter listened. Occasionally, he nodded his
head in agreement.
This was great stuff, he thought.
But as her eyes began to dry, the woman began

TALKMAN:

choosing her words more carefully and started glancing
toward the still -open door.
The reporter lowered his eyes when he saw the
woman’s keys still dangling in the lock.
It was time to leave, the woman said, she had already said too much. And please don’t write a story, she
said. He had caught her in an unguarded moment and it
wouldn’t be right to print a story, she said.
The grandmother began crying again when the reporter only looked down at the floor. The reporter only
promised to call and let her know what the editors had
decided.
The 40-inch story took a half hour to write. Some stories seem to write themselves, the reporter thought. Editors and reporters reading the story gave him some
good-natured ribbing about his ambush -style journalism.
He briefed the city editor on the story and said he
didn’t know what the reporter at the courthouse had, but
his interview wth the old woman turned out pretty well.
The city editor agreed and said the the grandmother
angle was the story. Information from the other reporter would be incorporated into the story later, she
said.
The reporter blew out his cheeks and said he
guessed that meant he had a telephone call to make.
On the second ring, the grandmother answered the
telephone and began apologizing for being so inhospitable earlier in the day.
In the background, the reporter heard the television
set and the sound of something frying on the stove. He
called just when the home was returning to normal, he
thought,
After several attempts the reporter finally blurted
out that a story was going to appear the next day. He
promised it would be fair.
The woman hung up and the reporter never heard
from her again.
Drinking with other reporters that night, he didn’t
stop talking about the old woman.
Which journalistic axiom should he pull out to justify this story, he asked the others? The grandmother
wasn’t a criminal, celebrity or politician, he said. Was
this a case of the public’s right to know? Was he exercising the press’ watchdog role? Was the grandmother’s
story even news?
Nobody answered.
But somebody yelled for another round.
Dan Nakaso’s column on the media appears every
Wednesday

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Women have been
exploited for years
Editor:
I would like to reply to Mr.
Crowe’s letter on the 27th of April regarding the male burlesque show. If
Mr. Crowe would open his eyes and
look around, he would see that
women have been complaining
about exploitation for many years.
Women have been exploited for
years by the publishers of pornographic magazines for more years
than I care to count. This has been
and still is an infringement of women’s rights to be equal. Well now we
are getting our justification, the
right to see a male as a sex object.
I personally see nothing wrong
with these young men having fun
and providing entertainment for
women. Women have been doing it
for men for many years. It is my
opinion that Mr. Crowe is a smallminded simpleton and has absolutely no sense of humor. Wake up Mr.
Crowe and smell the coffee. This is
the 1980s we are living in, not the
I800s. Everyone is entitled to fun, as
long as it doesn’t hurt anyone else.
This didn’t hurt anyone that was directly involved in the show, so blow
it out your nose and grow up. When
it concerns you directly, then you
can complain.
Frances Hollinseed
Nursing
senior
Michele Grisham
Advertising
senior

Burlesque show
done in good taste
Editor:
This is in response to Mr.
Crowe’s attack on the male burlesque show in which he said men
were stripped of their dignity.

Hardly so! We cannot believe men
of the world are being oppressed as
you claim in your letter.
On Saturday, the 23rd of April, a
male burlesque show was given, but
done in good taste, not in a lewd or
raunchy manner. There was definitely no exploitation of the male
body. What the male participants
did (stripping down to their bathing
suits) has nothing whatsoever to do
with "honor bestowed upon the men
of today’s society by the Constitution and the will of God." We would
like to know, Mr. Crowe, how abuse
to the male status was incurred by
allowing men to go to the dance afterward? Participation in this event
was strictly voluntary. The men
participating were treated respectfully, said they had a good time, and
would even do it again. Again, this
show was done tactfully and was decidedly not a persecution of the male
sex. We would also like to know Mr.
Crowe, how you can pass judgment
when you weren’t even there to witness this event? Who knows, we may
even have another male burlesque
show. Should you ever change your
convictions, Mr. Crowe, you are welcome to participate.
Kris Frank
Art
senior
Janet Kynoch
Liberal Studies
senior

Stripper’s critic
’inhumanly pure’
Editor:
As participants in the male burlesque show on April 23, we feel
compelled to rebut the lame editorial of one SJSU student that appeared in Wednesday’s paper. The
student’s irrelevant argument, saying that the strippers (all the way
down to bikini shorts God forbid)

deprived men of honor and constitutional rights, was illogical and unfounded. We believe that our rights
would be more infringed upon if we
weren’t permitted to wear the equivalent of swimsuits. As for the deprived honor argument, the writer
never bothered to expatiate upon his
allegation that lowered male status
was incurred by the event.
Anyone who read the student’s
article must have been sickened by
the morally perfect, inhumanly pure
virtues that such a critic surely
must possess. Still, it can be stated
with reasonable assurance that the
author of the editorial probably has
had fun at one time or another in his
life. If so, then the author would be
able to understand the spirit in
which the show was presented. To
deny the rights of the participants
and audience to have a good time is
in itself selfish and shortsighted as
the author of the editorial called the
show and the strippers.
Finally in reply to the writer’s
final comments, "This persecution
must stop so equality of the sexes
can be accomplished in this free and
just land of our." We disagree vehemently! It is our belief that what
must be eliminated is this narrowminded thinking. It is the same kind
of thinking that is responsible for absurd occurrences such as book banning (the banning of classical books
for the mention of a mere dirty
word).
Brad Kidwell
Aeronautics
freshman
Brad Armstrong
Aeronautics
freshman
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.

What fad do you really dislike?
Asked in front of the Student Union.

,

I really dislike pink
and grey because they’re
just faddy colors.
Lori Sullivan
Marketing
senior

Psuedo preppy people
and leg warmers. You rarely find real preps around
here. Also you know, like,
sweatshirts.
I.iz I.ynott
Journalism
junior

i

dislike the punk rock
fad because people run
around with pink and green
tennis shoes.
Robert Warren
Business Management
senior

I didn’t like the headbands that girls wore
around their heads, and the
little punk rocker stuff
Just because they look too
rowdy.
Ruth Day
Undeclared
freshman

don’t like the colored
hair. I think it looks unnatural. It’s like they’re trying to be so different, like
they’re fighting the system.
Bonnie Specht
Business Management
sophomore
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Guest opinion

SJSU architecture could serve as bunkers in an enemy attack
By Larry Engelmann
Almost all of the campus architecture at San Jose
State can quite accurately and charitably be described
as Post -Hiroshima Bunker. The square, squat cement
structures appear to have been designed for the primary purpose of withstanding a withering nuclear blast.
They are cement block upon cement block, sometimes
left natural grey and sometimes splashed with gaudy official state paint. The older buildings have large windows partially protected by sheet metal awnings. The
new grey concrete library with its forbidding gun -slit
windows looks like a campus monument erected to memorialize the battleship Potemkin. There is little doubt
that in case of an invasion by some powerful enemy nation, the San Jose State campus can serve as a superb
source of impenetrable bunkers for the last American
military defenders.
The campus buildings seem to have been designed
for two purposes to be cheap and to be functional. But
mostly to be cheap. Beauty and character were quite obviously not considered by the planners, architects or
builders. Yet there are still two buildings on campus
that very clearly and gloriously do have both beauty and

character. The first, the Tower, stands in the center of
campus. Its ivy covered and palm framed splendor is on
the official stationery and insignia of the university. The
building houses, among other things, the office of President Gail Fullerton. The other structure of both beauty
and real character is the Social Science Building near
the corner of 4th and San Carlos. Formerly an apartment building, the place was purchased by the university years ago and transformed into an office building
for a battalion of junior faculty members. It also serves
as the departmental office for three academic disciplines. The building is unique in that it is of old Spanish
design with lots of useless but eye-pleasing bric-a-brac
around the balcony that opens onto an enclosed inner
courtyard. A fountain used to stand in that inner courtyard, but it, for economic reasons, has been filled with
dirt and transformed into a flower garden. Large trees
and shrubs, cared for by the gardeners of the university
with meticulous patience, make the inner courtyard a
shady, quiet and beautiful place where students and faculty members may sit and talk, have lunch or simply sit
and read. In the early spring, when the flowers are in
bloom, that courtyard is a place of singular beauty.

In my opinion . . .

Shopping carts have rights too
Under the Safeway roof, a hidden oppressed minority works silently, unnoticed by most people. Walk
through the automatic doors and you see them. Stainless
steel against stainless steel.
The shopping carts wait patiently, all scrunched up
together under crowded conditions, cringing away from
the grubby hands of nameless shoppers that wrench
them away and push them around
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By Rochelle Fortier
Staff Writer

A shopper distangles a cart from the crowd, and begins to take it on its journey, its pathway day after day,
around the grocery store.
"But I don’t wish to go this way," thought Winklebleck, a shopping cart with a bumpy wheel. "I wish I
could break out of here and live my own life,’ she
thought. Like the other carts, she had no control over the
direction she wanted to go. The shopper pushed her past
the chilly produce section of pineapples, lettuce and
lemons, stopping by the wheat bread, pushing her into
the potato chip stand, and she cringed from the impact
of canned soup and detergent boxes.
And that’s not all. Screaming babies and children
with runny noses sit or stand in the cart, and the extra
weight and noise really tests any cart’s patience. Every
cart endures the monotony of going up and down the
aisles, through the checkout stands, down the curb, to
the cars, being rounded up, pushed together into the
waiting lines, waiting for the cycle to begin again.
A few carts try to escape this secure but endless,
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meaningless routine fate. Only against great odds do
they break away, because the stores now post rewards
for the return of an escaped cart.
"I’m going to escape from this place," said Winklebleck to the cart next to her. "I can’t stand it anymore."
She knew her only chance would come out in the
parking lot. Pushed out to a car and the groceries taken
out, she looked to one side and then the other. With a
great screech of the wheels, she dashed off, around a
corner and down the street, headed for the outskirts of
town where the shopping cart refugees lived. She knew
the dangers.
Once a cart left the store’s parking lot, it became an
outlaw. Some formed gangs and hung around on streetcorners, waiting to leap in front of cars to scratch the
paint. But shopping bag ladies preyed upon the carts,
kidnapping them and filling the baskets with plastic
bags of old clothes, aluminum cans, and pizza crusts.
They were even worse than the stores.
Roving children also captured carts and used them
to race around in. When they got tired of them they
would push the carts into a stream, where they land upside down in the scummy moss, spending the rest of
their lives slowly rusting, twirling their little wheels
round and round, in a silent plea for help.
In many ways shopping carts are like people, being
pushed around by powers seemingly beyond their control.
Leaving behind the security and safety of the grocery store is not an easy task. It’s not easy to leave it
and seek your path.
Some of us may end up being controlled by other
forces, or we may suffer so much adversity that we will
fall into a rut, like a cart in the stream, and never escape.
But it’s worth the risk.
By the way, Winklebleck is alive and well living as a
guerilla in Niles Canyon fighting for the rights of shopping carts. And she loves every minute of it.

Now the administrators of the university insist that
more parking space is needed for the campus and indeed, this is true. But they also insist that a building
must be razed and replaced by another grey concrete
parking structure. Given the bureaucratic mind of the
university administrators and the existing lack of concern for architectural beauty, it does not take very long
to guess just which building will be leveled this summer
( hint: It is not the building housing the office of the President! t
Yes, you guessed it. The Social Science Building has
been selected to be flattened and the faculty members
housed there now will be moved to new quarters in other
bunkers around campus. Naturally, many of the faculty
members in the Social Science Building protested the
decision to tear down the building where they have had
their offices for more than a decade. They gathered
names to petitions and appeared before various university committees and wrote letters to the Spartan Daily
in the classic style of individuals who believe firmly in
the justice and intelligence of the democratic process.
But all of the noise they made was, in the end, to no
avail. The powers that be in the academy found an unassailable rationale for putting up a new parking structure
they said that the Social Science Building was simply
too expensive to maintain. (Knowing the power of a selffulfilling prophecy, the administrators who have condemned the building have made sure that it has gone unpainted and unrepaired in the past few years so that in
fact it has begun to look precisely the way they wanted it

to look a bit shabby and uncared for.) This is unfortunate because the building really was beautiful and
really can still be beautiful. It has genuine character.
But the Social Science Building stands in the way of
progress. Progress, of course, is a word and a process
defined by administrators with two very big ambitions
one for a winning football team and the other for parking space. I have often wondered about those concerns
and their primary status in the minds of the top university administrators. I have often wondered why the efforts of teachers and researchers and their wishes for
offices in a building that is esthetically beautiful should
go unheeded while the obsession with increasing the size
of Spartan Stadium should be of primary concern to so
many top administrators. I suppose many of us should
have known what would happen a couple of years ago
when the top university administrators imported a new
volleyball coach and elected to pay him more during his
first year of duty here than the salary of full professors
with 15 years of teaching experience! Nobody made
much noise about that, but the administration was in
fact showing its real colors at that time. And it is doing
the same in the destruction of the Social Science Building and the building of a new parking structure. Let us
hope that those with the passion of parking around here
can be memorialized as they should be by having
their names affixed on the garages so that they can be
forever remembered by those who came to park!
Larry Engelmann is a professor of history. He has
an office in the Social Science building:

In my opinion . . .

Grades can lead to breakdowns
"Grades mean nothing to me. It’s what I learned
that’s important." "Grades are for the birds. I don’t
know why I get so uptight over them."
But students do worry about their grades because
grades measure their progress and reflect how much
was learned.
However, many students place too much emphasis

do better in his classes. He was a friendly person, but
when he had an exam, watch out!.
He would study for hours in his room, and he would
close himself off from his friends. He would start fights,
and the pressures of studying made him say things he
didn’t mean.
After each exam, he would apologize for his actions,
but everyone knew within weeks, it would happen all
over again.

By Mark Sweeny
Staff Writer

During one set of midterms, Greg had four tests in
one week. He had little confidence in himself, because
he had failed a quiz last week.
Although he kept on saying grades were not important, he considered himself a failure.

on their grades. They can work themselves into a nervous breakdown preparing for an exam.
Ironically, the hardest part of a test or a quiz is not
studying for it or taking it but that sick feeling in the students’ stomaches and the waves of nauseau when the instructor announces, "I have your tests."
As each name is read, palms sweat and students
wonder if they were the eight who got the A’s, the seven
who got the B’s, the 12 who got the C’s or the 24 who got
the D’s.
Many students go through hell preparing for an
exam and waiting for the results. It is sad to see what
could happen when students are too grade conscious.
Greg was an average student, who thought he could

He studied for his tests. He studied hard, but he was
so grade conscious, it was ruining his health. He was
smoking. He was not eating right, and his stomach was
in so many knots, he would throw up what little he did
eat.
Greg took his midterms, and he was not happy. He
thought he failed them.
When the results did come, Greg earned two B’s and
two C’s. He was happy because he did not think he did
that well.
This article reflects the personal opinion of the writer.
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Ultralight flyers risk it all for tranquil flight
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An experimental uttraiight craft climbs into stormy skies during a "fly .M" last Saturday near Manteca. Enthusiasts say this new way of flying combines the freedom of a bird, with the fear of falling.
By Caitlin Thielmann
the pre-dawn chill they arrive; doctors, engineers.
Inlaborers. They come in new motor homes and 20to experiyear-old Volkswagons for one purpose
ence flight in its newest form. The ultralight.
A cross between a hang glider and a piper cub, the ultralight somewhat resembles a motorized lawn chair with
wings.
Once removed from the top of the car or trailer, this
pile of tubing and sail cloth can be transformed into a
crude aerodynamic craft in a matter of minutes.
With a couple of pulls on the starter rope, the small
motor screams to life. Some motors have less cubic
inches than the average lawn mower and most are con-

the r

verted 35 horsepower snowmobile motors.
Wearing their warmest clothes, helmets, and goggles, the aviators taxi their crafts to the flattest part of
the field. They bounce along the runway at 20 mph, full
power applied, and within 100 feet they are airborne.
Slowly, but gracefully, they climb to the sky at speeds of
up to 60 mph.
Last weekend about 25 aviators gathered in Manteca
for an ultralight rally which featured competitions such
as target landing with the motor off, a simulated bomb
drop on a makeshift target, and an economy test to see
who can stay up the longest on one quart of gas.
Although the rally was postponed due to weather conditions, many of the aviators braved the wind and rain to
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On -Campus Interviews
Wednesday, May 11
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fly and discuss the sport of ultralights.
Fortunately for me, my press pass entitled me to a
ride in a two-seated ultralight, which is registered as an
experimental aircraft because ultralights by definition
are single occupant only.
Camera in hand, and common sense at home, I
jumped at the chance. With the seat belt secured, and a
blast of the throttle, my pilot and I climbed into the sky,
leaving the ground at a rate of 500 feet per minute.
As the wind rushed past my face and I absorbed the
breathtaking view, I realized why these aviators risk everything to experience powered flight.
The feeling was one of freedom combined with the
thrill of momentum and fear. I could smell the grassy
field below as my body was propelled through space. I
was at peace, yet I was aroused, trembling with excitement.
Mike Kerkeles, one of the founders and ex-presidents
of the Bay Area Ultralights club, calls ultralights "the
last of the frontiers."
"There are no fences and I can go where I want," he
said.
Kerkeles said he likes being on the "leading edge of a
high risk sport."
Neils Johnson, former president of the Bay Area Ultralights. was on the edge last year when his craft folded
up in flight and he fell to his death. The cause of the mishap is unknown, but witnesses believe he failed to construct his craft properly.
No one knows how many people have died flying ultralights. No accident statistics are compiled. The high
risk is simply considered part of the sport.
Kerkeles said the ultralights are dangerous because
they are manufactured by uncertified companies, and
built and flown by uncertified aviators.
With new technology and better equipment, however,
the sport is becoming safer, he added.
"It is to the point were 99.9 percent of the accidents
are pilot error and 85 percent of those are bruised elbows,
pride, and pocketbook," Kerkeles said.
Although the ultralight sport is unregulated and no licence or certification is needed, there are certain
guidelines set up by the Federal Aviation Administration
that must be followed. The guidelines were established
with the idea that the ultralight community would regulate itself.
An ultralight by definition weighs less than 254
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pounds, flies no faster than 63 mph, is single occupant
only, and carries no more than 5 gallons of gas. The crafts
are designated for recreational use, in daylight hours
only, and cannot be flown over congested areas. The operator must maintain ground visibly, and has no right of
way in the air.
Ultralights got there start about 10 years ago when
John Moody put a tractor engine on a hanglider, according to George Aiello, owner of Diablo Sport Aviation in
Antioch.
"Now ultralights are outselling general aviation," he
said.
There are several designs and manufacturers of
these crafts and the average cost is about $4,000. Most ultralights come in kit form and renuire a weekend or two to
assemble, according to Kerkeles.
Although flight instruction is not required by law,
most manufacturers will not sell a kit without training or
proof of competency, such as a pilot’s license.
Since the sport is not regulated, the designs are not
approved by any agency. However, the manufacturers

Harvey Smythe flew
small planes for 14 years
before getting involved in
ultralights. "I needed a
rush in my life," he said.
have organized themselves through the Powered Ultra light Manufacturers Association and have set up
guideline.
"But basically it’s buyer beware," said Aiello.
His customers are from all walks of life, Aiello said,
"Every age, every background, anybody whoever wanted
to fly."
In the early days of the sport most of the fliers were
pilots looking for something different, according to Aiello.
Harvey Smythe, vice-president of the Bay Area Ultralights, had been flying small planes for 14 years before
he became involved in ultralights. "I needed a rush in my
life," he said.
Now Smythe would rather fly an ultralight than an
airplane.
The best thing for an ultralight aviator to do is join a
club, Smythe said. One of the advantages of clubs, he
said, is that they provide a constant place to fly because
most have their own flying fields.
"Actually, that’s how the Bay Area Ultralights was
started," Kerkeles said. "We used to fly out of bandit sites
like behind supermarkets at 6 a.m. or out of some farmer’s field. But occassionally we would get our planes all
set up and the police would come by and ask us not to be
there when they came back."
So the group found some property to lease near Bailey
Road in South San Jose, elected club officers, and the Bay
Area Ultra lights was born.
The club has been growing since, and now claims a
membership of about 40 aviators.
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PiKA fraternity angry at IFC decision
to ban SJSU athletes from intramurals
By Mike Holm
Sparks flew at Monday’s Inter-Fraternity Council
meeting when Pi Kappa Alpha representatives complained about uneven enforcement of rules prohibiting
university athletes from playing in IFC competitions.
PiKA members are upset because two weeks ago IFC

IFC, S.J. Police
play basketball;
party to follow
Robert Must!
. . . said complaint to IFC is late

Aeronautics
to host banquet
By Brian Dravis
The SJSU aeronautics department will play host to
over 200 alumni at a banquet Saturday as part of the SJSU
open house and 20th anniversary of the aeronautics building. The aeronautics building and facilites are located at
the San Jose Municipal Airport
The department wanted to invite all 1,700 aeronautics
alumni, but found their mailing lists "unbelievably incorrect," said Tom Leonard, dean of aeronautics.
The aeronautics program started "sometime in the
mid-thirties," Leonard said, but nobody knows exactly
when it became a program. The first bachelors degree
was issued in 1946.
The department offers three concentrations within
the major: Maintenance, Air Operations, and Airport
Management. "There was a period when the airlines
were the major employer (of aeronautics graduates), but
now most are going to the manufacturing side, compainies like McDonnell Douglas or Northrup," Leonard said.

nt
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of

"One of the things that’s amazed us is the mobility of
people," Leonard said. "(Aeronautics) people seem to be
everywhere, even world wide."
Students interested in attending the banquet should
call the aeronautics department immediately at 277-2466.
The 6 p.m. banquet will be held in the Student Union Loma
Prieta Room.
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By Mike Holm
SJSU’s Inter-Fraternity Council all-stars will take on
a San Jose Police Department team in a basketball game
Thursday night.
The game, scheduled for 8 p.m. in the Men’s Gym, is
part of an effort by the fraternities to improve relations
between the two after police broke up three parties and a
sorority serenade last fall.
The parties were shut down because the Greek houses
failed to obtain licenses to sell beer and check the ages of
partygoers, a requirement police had not enforced before
last semester.
The IFC squad has one player from each fraternity,
and two from IFC champions Alpha Phi Alpha and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
The police team plays in a spring league and has represented the department at the police olympics games,
according to game organizer Damon Keeve. But Keeve
still expects the Greeks to win because, "We’ve got a lot
of heart."
Tickets are 82 at the door, or El in advance through
IFC Greek houses.
Special tickets from the fraternities guarantee admission to a "post-game reception" at Kappa Sigma’s
house, 148 S. 11th St., featuring 10 kegs donated by Budweiser, the game’s sponsor.
All proceeds will go to the Police Activities League.
which sponsors athletic programs for San Jose youth.

began enforcing an SJSU intramural sports rule which
keeps National Collegiate Athletics Association-eligible
athletes from playing their own sports in IFC games.
The rule states that no athlete playing for a university
team may play his sport in intramurals for one year after
his last NCAA competition.
The IFC voted three times on a motion to waiver the
rule for this semester because of "inconsistency in the
rules," but it was eventually voted down.
Mike Ruspil, a PiKA member, complained that
Sigma Alpha Epsilon had three members of SJSU’s football team on its IFC squad last fall, and Alpha Phi Alpha
allowed SJSU basketball team member Chris McNealy to
play in some spring IFC basketball games.
After the IFC decided to enforce the rule barring university team members from playing IFC sports, McNealy
was kept out of an IFC basketball tournament.
Ruspil said Damon Keeve, an SAE member, played
for the SJSU football team until Nov. 28, 1981, then played
for his fraternity house in Sept. 1982, a violation of the
rule. Two other SAE members were also on SJSU’s football team, Ruspil said.
Keeve described Pi Kappa Alpha as "grasping at last
straws."

IFC president Nate Deaton said IFC adopted SJSU intramural competition rules in late 1981 to make it easier
for IFC to use university playing fields and gyms for its
games. But IFC did not begin enforcing the rule until two
weeks ago, he said.
Representatives ot other houses asked why PiKA had
failed to complain about the violations last fall, (during
the football season) and accused the fraternity of acting
out of self-interest in an upcoming IFC tennis tournament.
Robert Musil, Kappa Sigma’s representative, compared PiKA’s complaint to a policeman giving a speeding
ticket six months after the fact.
Ruspil said PiKA will be unfairly penalized by the
rule because it will keep two fraternity members who are
on SJSU’s tennis team from playing in a scheduled IFC
tournament, while SAE and APhiA were allowed to use
NCAA players on their teams.
Following the second defeat of his motion, Ruspil suggested that SAE be stripped of its victories in last fall’s
IFC football games for allowing Keeve and the two others
to play. After some angry debate that motion was also defeated.
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Indian school’s closing protested

’Hunger of Memory’
reviewed by professor
Humanities professor Gene Bernerdini will review a autobiography by a
Mexican-American author today from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in Business Classroom
004.
The autobiography, entitled "Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez," describes the changes
education made in Rodriguez’s life.
Rodriguez. the son of Mexican immigrants, was educated in Catholic schools.
He received a scholarship to Stanford
and attended graduate school at Columbia and Berkeley, and received his doctorate in English Renaissance Literature.

He was offered jobs at the many
schools, including Yale. He was invited
to visit other countries and lecture.
It was through lecturing that Rodriguez became concerned with affirmative
action and bilingual education.
He began writing essays about how
he didn’t believe in bilingual education
and affirmative action.
The autobiography talks about the
idea of changing worlds as one gives up
his language and culture to belong to another culture and language.
Rodriguez stresses that in order to
grow, one must change and there is a
process of loss to achieve a gain.

ASSOCMED STUMN TS PROGRAM BOARDMININI
JOSE STATE (JNIVERSfl"il

Tonight!!
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By Ci
By Cheryl Clemnions
A group of SJSU American -Indian, Chicano and anthropology students participated
ins 24-hour spiritual marathon Saturday and
Sunday at D.Q. University to protest the closing of that American-Indian university.
D.Q. University, located near Sacramento, is a two-year school founded in 1971. It
provides Indians and Chicanos with academic and cultural courses related to their
heritage and is the only one of its kind in the
country
The United States government has attempted to take posession of the school for
several years, charging the school administration with padding enrollment figures and
illegally leasing some of the school’s land.
Alan Leventhal. SJSU anthropology lab
director, has been involved with AmericanIndian concerns for 12 years, and is deeply involved with the situation at D.Q.
"The implications of D.Q. means the government is against an Indian unviersity," Leventhal said.’ They are taking taxpayers
money to destroy schools. D.Q. University
represents the attitude of the U.S. government under Ronald Reagan. When Reagan
was governor of California, he had no interest
in having Indians take over the school."
Leventhal said ,approximatly 100 people
participated in the marathon, including nine
SJSU students.
"We ran an eagle staff around a track at

, 277-3171
ST. JOSEPH SUMMER SCHOOL
SAN JOSE

BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM
For incoming Kindergarten thru 7th Grade
Math, Reading, Language, Arts & Crafts

D.Q. for 24 hours," Leventhal said. He said
this was done in preparation for the 500-mile
marathon planned for the 1984 Olympics in
Los Angeles.
Levanthal said no money was raised for
D.Q. by running in the marathon, but students participated to show support for the
school.
"It was spiritual, and had nothing to do
with the materialism of the white world," Levanthal said. "It is a mechanism to reach out
in a meaningful way, and it re-enforces the
idea that the school is a focus for nativeAmerican communities throughout the state.
The main thrust of the activity was to show
support."
D.Q. University began in November 1970
when a group of Indian students occupied the
abandoned Army base in nearby Winters,
near Sacramento. The land was planned to be
turned over the University of California at
Davis.
In 1971, the 643 acres was given to the Indians, who were joined by a Mexican-American group who agreed with the government to
establish a college. It was named D.Q. after
Deganawedah, an Iroquis leader and Quetzaloca tal, an Aztec diety.
The government allowed D.Q. to use the
land if it achieved an enrollment of 500 students by 1975. This was later amended to give
the school until 1979 to bring enrollment up to
200 students. Leventhal said the school cur-

Reed magazine coming along
For a full school year, a group of students has been laboring over the pages of a collection of poetry and prose.
Rut these members of English 167 haven’t been Studying
Milton or Chaucer.
Instead their attentions have been directed to such
unknowns as Marilyn Betts, Kate Adams and Cynthia
Nelson - just three of the writers whose work was se-

June 20 to July 22
8:30 AM to 12 NOON

My Dinner With
Andre
Directed by Louts Malle

Morris Dailey Auditorium
7& 10 pm $1.75
Friday: Airplane FREE
8& 10 pm
Student Union Ballroom
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Extended Day Care
may be offered in
the afternoon to
those interested.
For an application
and information
please call:

297-1888
OPEN TO ALL CHILDREN
Located only 6 blocks
from San Jose State and
across from the
Center of Perfoming Arts

rently has 50 students
The government has charged D.Q. with
padding enrollment figures by listing staff
members and faculty as students, and with
leasing some of its land to farmers for
money.
Levanthal said the school’s funding has
been "completely cut off," and the school is
being run by volunteer staff and faculty.
He said the government wants to reclaim
the land because of rumors about natural gas
deposits located underneath the university.
"There is a rumor that special interest
groups have an eye on the land," Levanthal
said. "When the armed forces abandoned the
land, it was in a shambles. For two years, the
local farmers got the land back into shape.
The school allocated 100 acres to them to
show their gratitude, and the government
considers this illegal leasing of land. They
also think there are natural gas deposits
under the land, and the school would not
allow exploration. This might explain why
the land value jumped."
The land D.Q. occupies was valued at
8437,000 in 1971, and is now valued at $2.9 million. Levanthal said this is an attempt by the
government to "pull the rug out from under
the Indians."
There will be a press conference at noon
May 6, in front of Clark Library with representatives from D.Q. and Indian students
from SJSU to protest the closing of the university.

Pulgete box gam

GMAT
LSAT GRE
Anthony Schools

... for a better tomorrow.

Call: 408/293-0688

lected for this year’s Reed magazine,
The three-unit class is geared toward judging contributions of art, photos, poems and fictionand selecting the
best in each category and then editing them into a book like collection. The contributors to this year’s magazine
range from an SJSU English major to a Palo Alto teacher.
The 140-page publication contains seven fiction selections, 20 poems and 19 illustrations.
Several selections from the magazine will be read at
free reading at 7:30 p.m.Wednesday in the SJSU Chapel
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A Spartan Daily reporter writing a story about students suffering from herpes or other social diseases and
the effects of those diseases on their relationships and
mental outlook, is looking for students to interview.

one
CIai
clas

The reporter is also interested in interviewing anyone
who may not have any diseases, yet has changed their
sexual life because of fear of contracting them.
Students used in the story will be identified by pseudonyms if necessary.
To arrange an interview, call the Spartan Daily office
at 277-3181.

YOU’RE
INVITED!
If you’re like most SJSU students, faculty
and staff you’re a busy person. You probably
haven’t had time to really explore this campus.
You’ve missed seeing a lot of great programs
and facilities and meeting other talented, interesting people. See what you’ve been missing at
Open House ’83 on Friday, May 6 and Saturday,
May 7. Highlights include:
Science demonstrations, ,,exhibits
Music...dancing...performances
International Food Bazaar
Hands-on activities...displays
Sports...drama...art...presentations
...and much, much more.
Complete program information is available in
The Spartan, the SJSU Alumni Association
newsmagazine at locations around campus; the
Student Union; or the Office of Community Relations, Tower Hall Room 108.
Bring your family, parents, friends and
neighbors.
Free Parking Saturday, May 7!

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY’S

OPEN
HOUS
FRIDAY& SATURDAY, MAY 6TH & 7TH
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SJSU hosts one-day law conference
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By Cassie MacDuff
National Law Month came to an end in Santa Clara
County Saturday with a Law Day conference at SJSU.
Wet weather didn’t deter more than 200 high school and
college students from attending workshops led by law enforcement and criminal justice professionals,
In a mock trial competition, 16 students from Del Mar
and Branham high schools furrowed their brows over an
assault and battery case. The Del Mar defense team,
which was victorious in statewide competition in Sacramento earlier this year, lost out to Branham’s prosecution
team. Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Eugene
Premo presided over Saturday’s competition.
In a workshop on violent children, SJSU administralion of justice professor Anna Kuhl told a roomful of 16-,
17- and 18-year-olds that under California law, a 16-yearold can be tried as an adult. Legislators are considering
lowering the "age of responsibility" to 14, she said. Eighteen year-olds can be sentenced to death, she added,
Kuhl is a forensic (court -appointed) psychologist who
recently was called in by the defense attorney appealing
the Jahnke case, in which a Wyoming teenager shot his
father to death who had beaten him, his mother and his

Students participate in mock trials
sister for years. The boy, 16, was convicted of murder and
sentenced to 15 years to life in prison. His sister, 18, was
convicted of aiding in the murder and sentenced to 5 to 15
years, Kuhl said.
Kuhl said the judge in the case publicly stated he
wanted to make an example of the Jahnke children so
other "kids who kill" do not feel they have a license to
murder abusive parents.
Ninety percent of people in the nation’s prisons were
abused as children, either physically, psychologically or
sexually, Kuhl said.
Business was slow at an all-day free legal advice
booth. Attorneys closed up shop early and went home,
In a noon-time awards ceremony, Rep. Don Edwards
ID-San Jose), a long-time champion of constitutional
rights, addressed about 75 students and told them, "Governments tend to chip away at our liberties and keep secrets," and urged them to help "renew our pledge to protect and defend the Constitution."
Edwards said in Poland two weeks ago, police took

Class for budding poets
By Diane Murphy
It is early Friday evening. Students bustle into the
Student Union Umunhum Room and choose a seat close to
the front. In a few minutes, a Pulitzer Prize-winning poet
will read his poems.
Although the scenario sounds like a special event, it is
likely be the scene at a regular class meeting of English
180 next fall. The course, which was omitted from the
newly released class schedules, is called "Contemporary
Poetry and Fiction in Performance." According to instructor Naomi Clark, there will be emphasis on the "in
Performance" part.
"This is an unusual opportunity for students to get
three units of credit for hearing poets and fiction writers," Clark said.
"It is wonderful to hear an author read his or her own
work," she added.
The class, which features readings presented by the
San Jose Poetry Center, will also give students a chance
to present their own writings.
Requirements of the class include attendance at at
least six of nine Poetry Center readings, a brief written
review of each reading attended, and two papers on the
work and performance of featured poets. Also required is
attendance at four meetings during which the students
will discuss the readings and listen to the works of classmates.
Pulitzer Prize winner Stanley Kunitz is expected to be
one of the Poetry Center’s guests during November and
Clark said other potential poets and writers to read for the
class include Gary Snyder, Ursula K. Le Guin and Leon-

ard Adams. There will also be a reading by emerging
local poets, Clark said.
"I strongly believe the oral performance of literature
makes it a living art," Clark said. "When a work is read
by the person that wrote it, it helps me to understand and
feel it more deeply."
She said the class, which can be used to satisfy a General Education requirement, will be of interest not only to
English majors.
"I taught a similar course in 1977," she said, "and (it
included) a person from staff maintenance, a policeman
and a person from the Fine Arts Commission."
According to Clark, it is a misconception that poetry
readings are dull.
"Poets speak to all our deepest needs and concerns,"
she said. "They are witty and funny, but may also deal
with social and political concerns."
Classes will tentatively be held in the Umunhum
room, with readings at the San Jose Art Museum. Although the exact location for some of the meetings has not
been determined, Clark said all meetings would be in the
campus area.
The class time is also flexible and will be arranged.
Clark said, but she expects the class to meet evenings. Poetry Center readings are scheduled for Friday night.
The class is offered through regular registration as
well as through Open University. Students will be given a
special half-price admission rate to the Center readings
( which will be about $2).
To register for the class, students should use Code
48996 (English 180) or 49044 (English 298).

Solidarity leader Lech Walesea from his home and interrogated him, In America, that could not happen because
the Constitution protects U.S. citizens from unlawful ac lions by the police.
Santa Clara County Supervisor Zoe Lofgren, an attorney and former aide to Edwards, presented commends tions from the board of supervisors to Municipal and Superior Court judges who worked on Law Day, and to Del
Mar High School teacher Jim Hamm and his mock trial
team.
Perhaps the most eye-opening hour of the conference
was spent with two inmates of the Sierra Conservation
Center, a minimum security men’s prison. The men,
members of an inmates’ support group called Another
Way, told students how they came to commit the crimes
for which they are incarcerated.
Jesse Smith, 33, strode back and forth, glowering at
his audience and gesturing with his arms and hands as he
described being branded a "problem child" by the San
Francisco school that expelled him as a young teen-ager.
He then turned to petty crimes and drugs, Smith said.

Alter doing time for his part in a gun battle and kicking his drug habit. Smith got a job as a firefighter, but lost
the job when the Commissioner found out he was an ex convict, Smith said.
Holding in feelings of "anger, confusion and frustration," Smith committed two robberies and is serving six
years in state prison. His inability to express his feelings
is what got him in trouble, Smith said.
He joined Another Way after his 8-year-old daughter,
visiting him in prison, asked him, "Daddy, when are you
going to stop being bad?"

Samuel Smith (no relation to Jesse), 24, became the
"man of the house" at the age of 7, caring for his younger
brother and sisters after their father abandoned the family. When he was 12, his mother remarried and Samuel,
resenting his stepfather, began seeking escape in alcohol
and marijuana. He fell in with drug dealers and spent
time in juvenile halls, county jails and eventually prison,
he said.
In prison, Samuel finally "got tired" of running from
his problems and joined Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous and Another Way. Today Samuel said he
feels good about himself and about others for the first
time in his life.

Three campus offices sponsor
Spring Fling events Friday
Woodward said there will be an arm wrestling tournament for women, men over 180 lbs. and men under 180
lbs. for cash prizes.
The residence hall security team will be conducting
tours of the housing office and residence halls from Ito 2
p.m. Woodward said students entering the dormitories
next semester will be able to see what the seven halls
Bob Woodward, dining commons manager, heads are like.
the "Spring Fling" committee. He said the purpose of
The Programs Office also is sponsoring a Best
the activity is to introduce faculty, administrators, staff
Dressed Room contest. Residents who have the most
and students to the campus housing facilities.
creative room will win cash prizes, ranging from $50,
"Since San Jose is a commuter college," Woodward $30 and $20.
said, "a lot of people on the other side of campus don’t
There will be an intramural tug of war between the
even know we are here."
residents of the seven dormitories from 2:30 to 4 p.m. in
Woodward said he also wants "Spring Fling" to be the East Field by the Dining Commons. For this to take
an activity the dormitory residents can participate in.
place, Woodward said there must be at least 25 men and
Since there are no classes on Friday, Woodward 20 women from each dormitory.
said "Spring Fling" may fail because many residents
may take advantage of the three day weekend and leave
A "Dunk Your Resident Director Booth" will be setcampus.
up in the archery field from 4 to 5 p.m. Students can get
revenge on their resident directors for breaking-up their
He said the chance of rains also might dampen the all-night parties or forcing them to turn down their stereos.
spirit of "Spring Fling."
The day will end with an all -you-can-eat chicken and
The day’s events include an all-you-can-eat lunch
for 62.50 in the Dining Commons from 11 a.m. to 1:30 ribs barbecue in the Archery Field from 5 to 7 p.m. for
p.m. Woodward said in honor of Cinco de Mayo, a mari- $4.50. Woodward said there also will be live music and a
dance contest.
achi hand will play during the meal.
By Mark Sweeny
The SJSU Housing Office, Spartan Shop and the Dining Commons staff will be sponsoring "Spring Fling"
this Friday.
The activity will be held in conjunction with the university open house.
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Correction

fficc
NIonday’s Daily incorrectly stated the 148unit married-students’
complex in Spartan City
would be torn down to
make room for new
apartments. Actually,
Spartan City East’s 48
units will be demolished, but the 100 apartments at Spartan City
West at Seventh Street
will continue to house
SJSU married students.
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Women’s athletics need to raise $105,000
Additional money to be used next year to offset inflation
By Rochelle Fortier
Women’s intercollegiate athletics needs to raise
$105.000 of additional monies for next year’s budget for
travel, equipment and scholarships because of inflation,
according to Mary Zimmerman, director of women’s
athletics.
Reducing the amount of state instructional fund
money to intercollegiate athletics means that women’s
athletics would make up the loss by outside funding or by
cutting programs. Zimmerman said.
A recent policy recommendation passed by the
Academic Senate, calls for cutting instructional fund
money to intercollegiate athletics by a certain percentage
for 10 years. The resolution is the result of an apparent
disproportionate of instructional money going to athletics
compared to other academic programs. It is up to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton to implement the policy.
"If our women’s present allocation was cut by 5
percent. that would be $5,000," Zimmerman said. "My
staff would have to raise the money from outside sources.
"We’ve had a $30,000 increase in scholarships because
of the fee increases and that affects the students and
athletics," she said.
Women’s athletics is requesting increased scholarships under the proportionality rule of Title IX, which
means that men’s scholarships must be in proportion with
the women’s.
Women’s also needs to replace $40,000 taken out of
their reserves, and needs to come up with $105,000 of new
money. This money will not come from the Spartan
Foundation, nor the state, nor the money from student
fees -- the Instructionally Related Services fee, she said.
The $105,000 is needed to stay on the national scene,
she said.
The Spartan Foundation is the fund raising arm for
both men’s and women’s intercollegiate athletics. It was

itarted 25 years ago to supplement the funds to football.
The Foundation’s annual spring drive started April 28
and goes until June 3. Two teams of volunteers from
women’s athletics are working in the drive. Their goal is
to raise $100,000 plus another $30,000 by other fund raising
teams. Last year the Spartan Foundation raised $50,000,
which provided two-thirds of the scholarship need, she
said.
Scholarships are needed to attract athletes who would
not otherwise be able to come to SJSU, she said. The
scholarships can not come out of any state money. They

Women’s athletics would
use outside funding or cut
programs if Academic
Senate resolution
is implemented.
must be provided by money raised by the Spartan
Foundation, other outside sources and revenue generated
by the sports.
Another means of raising money is the Women of
Sparta Walk in the fall. Last year $35,000 was raised.
University Night is another fundraiser.
Then other revenue comes from gate receipts and
concession, and road guarantees. For example, the
University of Kentucky could put up $3,000 for the
women’s volleyball team to come and play there. The
money would pay for San Jose’s team lodging and local
transportation.
Also each coach has their own special event to raise

Opinion:

Clarkson, Elway reunite
By Eric Gill
Perhaps they were destined to play for the same

team. The two quarterbacks have been rivals throughout
their high school and college careers, and now it appears
as though John Elway of Stanford and Steve Clarkson of
SJSU will compete for the same job in Denver.
Elway signed a series of multi -year contracts with the
Denver Broncos today less than week after Clarkson
signed on as free agent. In addition to competing with
Elway. Clarkson must also compete with last year’s
starting quarterback. Steve DeBerg. Since DeBerg played
at SJSU, and was first string quarterback over Clarkson
Joritti2 (’larkson’s freshman year. it adds an even greater

CLINICAL
SOCIAL
WORKER

Noon Luncheon

The Air Force can make you an
attractive offer - outstanding
compensation, plus opportunities
for professional development. You
can have a challenging practice
AND time to spend with your family
while you serve your country. Find
out what the Air Force offers
specialists. Call or send resume
to:
MSgt Brenda Babcock or
MSgt Pat Bradley
USAF Medical Placement
333 Hegenberger Rd. #803
Oakland, CA 94621
(415)273-7435

irony to the story.
When Clarkson learned he was signed on by Denver,
he was jubilant. Although he could not be reached for
comment, it is doubtful he is overly joyous about competing for the starting quarterback position in Denver
with Elway.
The two men competed against each other as rivals in
high school in Southern California. where Clarkson played
for Wilson High School and Elway played for Granada
Hills High School.
Then, as irony would have it, Clarkson was given a
scholarship to play for SJSU under Elway’s father Jack.
Comliwad on pep I
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money. The women’s golf coach holds the President’s Cup
in golf to raise money.
In women’s athletics, volleybally and basketball have
been designated priority sports because they are revenue
producing. Gymnastics also brings in revenue.
This school year, volleyball brought in about $6,600
from gate receipts, concessions, and road guarantees.
Basketball brought in about $8,000.
Women’s athletics got into fundraising about 1977 -prior to that itwas student, state, and university supported.
Now it is about 55 percent supported from outside
fund, and about 45 percent funded from student, state and
university funds.
Zimmerman came from South Dakota, where she
successfully enlarged the women’s athletic program and
promoted basketball as the revenue sport.
Her philosophy is that you needs product to sell to the
public, because, "we’re in the entertainment business,
face it," she said matter-of-factly.
This mean’s competing with good competition while
building up the team you work on prumotion, she said.
A few years ago when there was no emphasis on
women’s sports, there were average athletics, because
there was no motivation or training to excel. Now,
women’s sports are being emphasized in elementary
schools, high schools, so now better athletics are being
produced.
Besides having good competition, a sports program
must have good promotion to get the spectators to the
games.
"Once you get a person to a game once, then you can
get them back again. We have to have support from the
media," she said.
This year, attendance doubled in volleyball from last
year, where San Jose ranked in the top 20 in Division 1.
Women’s volleyball ranked ninth in the nation. Women’s
basketball ranked fifth in their conference.
The budget for women’s athletics for the 1982 to 1983
year was about $400,000. Of this, $100,000 came from the
state funds, and about $100,000 came from the fee
collected from students, the IRA fee. The remaining
approximation of $200,000 comes from program revenue
and the Spartan Foundation.
The expenditures are mostly grants-in-aid and
scholarships. Both basketball and volleyball have the
most expended for scholarships, $40,000 for each sport.
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Mary Zimmerman
Totally, for all eight women’s sports, about $160,000 is
expended in grants-in-aid.
The state fund money mostly goes for supply and
services and temporary help. For each, about $40,000 was
expended. This accounts for about $80,000.
Zimmerman understands the logic behind the
Academic Senate’s resolution. When money gets short,
people start looking around at who is getting the money.
The cutbacks will probably continue, she said, and both
academics and athletics will have to look at more outside
sources.
But sports provides a great visibility for the campus,
for reaching out in the community.
"Women’s ahhletics is not at the point to even think
about becoming self-supportive," she said.

Swim and polo teams need
new REC swimming pool
By Mark Sweeny
The future of men’s swimming and water polo teams
at SJSU will be determined by whether the Flee Center
includes a swimming pool.
Dave Adams, men’s athletic director, said that
before the men’s athletic department considers funding
the swim and water polo teams again, new swim
facilities must be constructed.
Although the Rec Center is not a high priority item,
he Student Union Board of Directors said if the interest
ates are lower than the projected 12 percent contruction rate, swimming facilities may be included in
he plans.

polo team in 1981. He said at least 14 members are
needed for water polo and 20 members are needed for a
swim team.
Although the SJSU swim and water polo club have
more than twenty members this semester, Adams said it
is still not feasable to bring back the teams.
Romaldo Lopez, swim and water polo club adviser,
said the purpose of the club was to promote interest in
men’s swimming. However, the club will not be competing against other swim teams because Lopez said the
swimmers are still training.

The men’s swimming and water polo team was
disbanded in 1980. Bell said poor swimming facilities
were the major reason why the swimming sports were
taken out of the athletic budget.
Tom O’Neill, former men’s swimming coach said
the men’s swimming pool is narrow. In a rgulation size
swimming pool, there should be six-foot lanes, but the
pool is only 36 feet long.

Adams said if men’s swimming sports were put
back into th athletic budget, money would have to be
taken out of other sports.
Before swimming sports would be funded again,
Adams said the team should be given a fair opportunity
to win their competitions by being funded properly for
their expenses such as traveling to the league meets and
coaching staff.
"It doesn’t make a whole lot of sense to partially
carry a team and watch them lose most of their games,"
said.
he

O’Neill said the three meter diving boards also were
removed because swimmers were hitting bottom. The
depth of the pool is only nine feet, and it should be twelve
feet, O’Neill said.
During one swim competition, O’Neill said that
Bruce Edmond, a swimmer from Berkeley, dove too
deep and fractured his neck.

Without a men’s swimming team, Bell said it does
not have an effect on the women’s swimming team since
they are funded by two different budgets.
However, Jack Mutimer, women’s swimming
coach, said recruiting women swimmers to the team is a
problem without a men’s team.

O’Neill said when the tile pool was built in 1932, it
was a good pool, but it has become old and dated.
If the Rec Center does not include a swimming pool,
Bell said there are no alternate plans to build another or
remodel the existing men’s swimming pool.

The women’s swimming team only had nine
members this season and Mutimer said that since men
and women compete and train together in high school
and swim leagues, they choose a college that has both
men’sand women’s swimming teams.

Although a lack of adequate swim facilities is the
major reason for not having men’s swimming or water
polo teams, Adams said other factors include student
participation.
Bell said there were only 13 members on the water

He said many women also believe since the men’s
swimmng team was cut from the budget, it would be a
matter of time before the women’s team stmppsd being
funded. Because of this, Mutimer said they decide to
swim at another college.
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SPORTS
Sports Schedule
Saturday

The SJSU baseball team hosts the University of
California at Berkeley 7:30 p.m. at Municipal Stadium.

The Spartan football team will have its Hall of Fame
game vs. SJSU Alumni 7 p.m. at Spartan Stadium,
The Spartan baseball team will have a doubleheader
with the California Bears noon at Municipal Stadium.

Spartan baseball vs. the California Bears 7:30 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium.

Although Clarkson was an All-American honorable
mention at SJSU, for the past three years he has played in
the shadow of Elway, who has broken numerous records
for the Stanford Cardinal.
When they were matched against each other in SJSU’s
upset over Stanford last year, the media played up the
comparison of the two talented quarterbacks. At the end
of the season Clarkson was playing the final game ofhis
collegiate career at Stanford Stadium, and once again he
found himself competing with Elway. This time however,
the two men were on the same team. Both were selected
as quarterbacks for the West side of the East-West Shrine
game.
Now, as though they were destined to become
teammates, they have both been signed by the Denver
Broncos. There is a major difference between the two
rookie quarterback’s contracts however, and that dif-
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The Associated Students Program Board will
show "My Dinner With
Andre" at 7 and 10 p.m. tonight in Morris Dailey Audotorium. For more information call 277-2807.
El Concilio will hold its
last Cinco de Mayo meeting at 3 p.m. today in DMH
280. For more information
call 578-6770 Also, El Cone:ill will hold a Chicano
commencement meeting
at 5:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Umunhum room.
A meeting to elect officers of the Semper Fidelis
Society will be held at 7:30
m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more in-

formation call Jim Puzar
at 253-8149.

held today at 4 p.m. in Duncan Hall 615. Ron Ruff of
SRI
International will
speak on regional scale.

Robert
Theologian
McAfee Brown will speak
on "Where do we go from
here’?" during a peace series offered by the Campus
Ministry at noon today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
For more information contact Natalie Shiras at 2980204.

The Aurora Club of
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority will serve a spaghetti
dinner at 7 p.m. Thursday
in the S.U. music listening
room. For more information
contact
Jameer
Gilmer at 297-0431.

An information booth
on employer receptivity toward applicants with disabilities will be set up from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in
the Art Quad. For more inIz,rrr.:.",m contact Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272.

A "meet and eat"
sponsored by the Campus
Ministry will be held at
noon Thursday in the Campus Christian Center. For
more
information call
Norb Firahaber at 2980204.

Part two of a Meteorology seminar series will be
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Students, which provides
services for all international students, will meet
at 1 p.m. Thursday in ADM
206. For more information
call Phil Hanasaki at 2583020.

mance at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Montgomery
Theater. For more information call Ralph Paredes
at 779-1372 or Norma Martinez at 371-1092.
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Terence wall make it very tough for Clarkson to earn the
starting position.
Elway has been the most newsworthy topic in the country
this past week with his refusal to sign with the Baltimore
Colts. He has already earned about 4140,000 for playing a
half season with the New York Yankees, and although the
contract details have not yet been disclosed, it is safe to
assume the Broncos are paying a considerable amount of
money for his sevices.
In other words, Elway is an extremely valuable
quarterback. Whereas Clarkson, who was not selected in
the NFL draft, is lucky to have been signed on as a free
agent.
Once again, Elway has managed to overshadow Clarkson,
but according to Jim Sakamoto, public realations
representative for Denver, "The situation with Steve
hasn’t changed. We felt he was a promising quarterback
worth his contract, and we still think he’s worth it "
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Elway joins Clarkson.
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More than 10,000 expected to visit SJSU
By Mike Betz
Demonstrations music, international Mod, displays
and tours are among the activities scheduled for SJSU’s
second annual Open House.
SJSU will open its doors to the public on Friday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. as part
of the celebration honoring SJSU’s 126 anniversary.
Last year’s Open House attracted more than 11,000
visitors. This year attendance is expected again to be between 10,000 and 20,000 people.
The English Department will sponsor a folk festival,
book sale and poetry readings.
Organized tours of SJSU’s Nuclear Science Facility.
Robert D. Clark Library, the geology department, the
journalism department, Radio Station KSJS and the set of
"Fiddler on the Roof."
Demonstrations in entomology, human physiology,
and microbiology are alsoscheduled.
The aeronautics facility on Coleman Road opposite
the San Jose Municipal Airport, the Buechner Collection
of Vertebrate Animals, and the Invertebrate Museum will
be on display.
An international food bazaar will include ethinic food
from such countries as France. Iran, Korea, the Phillipines, Turkey and Vietnam.
Chemistry professor Harold Debey will add to the festive atmosphere of Open House by donning the attire of a
medieval alchemist for "The Alchemist Appears." As

Activities scheduled for Open House
part of the performance, Debey will perform feats of ancient chemistry. He will appear at noon in DH 135.
Other activities include a "Fountain Blues Festival"
offered free to the public by the Associated Students program board and the Miller Brewing Company.
Roy Rogers and the R.B. kirebirds will perform at
noon Friday in the Student Union Amphitheater.
Three rhythm and blues bands will also perform
around the fountain area near Tower Hall at 3 p.m. Saturday. The bands are Koko Taylor and the Blues Machine,
the J.J. Malone Blues Revue and the Broadway Blues
Band.
A traveling troupe of performers consisting of jugglers, mimes and masked characters will also be among the
festive attractions at Open House.
Other events on Friday include "Beyond Star Wars,"
at 9 a.m., consisting of modern physics demonstrations on
lasers, holography, cloud chambers and radioactivity.
In the Studio Theater, the Theater Arts Department
will present a program called "Shaggy Wolf Man Stories," which examines the wolf as the traditional villain of
many folk tales at 2 p.m. Friday.

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD
TO PARTY LL NIGHT.
why you should visit Liquor Barn
We’ve got over 5,000 imported
and domestic wines, champagnes. spirits and beers
40 different keg brands
also available). And all at
the lowest possible
discount prices. That
means you can lower your
college expenses without
cutting back on your college
entertainment. And these days
that’s a pretty good deal. Come
into Liquor Barn You
can get whatever you
want, and you can get
it for less.

Budweiser or Coors.
12 12 oz. cans $4.55.
Old Milwaukee. 12
12 oz. cans $2.85.
Mumms Extra Dry
Champagne.
750 ml. $12.98.
Wente 1980 Brut
Champagne. 750 ml.
$9.88. New release
celebrating their 100th
anniversary.

itp

Celebrations of Washington’s birthday, Martin Luther King’s birthday and relatives’ birthdays are a daily
event. But it’s rare that someone raises a toast or bakes a
cake in honor of Johannes Brahms.
The SJSU concert choir and Choraliers will sing a fitting tribute featuring a repertoire of you -know-who’s
greatest choral hits.
The choral ensembles, under the guidance of Charlene Archbeque and the SJSU Symphony Orchestra with
Lauren Jakey, conducting, will team up with the San

5171 Prospect Road, San Jose

The Associated Students Program Board of
San Jose State University

Friday, May 6
S.U. Amphitheatre

with Miller High Life la

Noon

proudly present

free admission

The Third Annual
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By Grace Gonatelli
Calling his audience "brothers and sisters" in Spanish, Alejandro Molina Lara told a group of about 50 students Monday afternoon about his feelings toward his
homeland, El Salavador.
"Thousands are dying," he said through translator
Luis Madrid, a member of the University Committee in
Solidarity with El Salvador.
Molina Lara, a trade union leader from El Salvador,
said that "the people of El Salavador are paying for the
U.S.’s intervention."
Molina Lara also described for his audience in the
Student Union Costanoan Room the conditions in El Salvador and the ineffectiveness of the United States intervention.
At 39, Molina Lara has experienced many things.
Some he will boast about, others he would like to forget.

eft

Governing Board of the National Federation of Salvadoran Workers’ Union, and was elected Secretary General
of the Fishing Industry Union for nine years.
Memories of prison and the torture still haunt Molina
Lara. He was captured four times: once in 1977, twice in
1980 and the last time in Jan. 1981 and held for four
months.
He was first tortured and then held in incommunicado
for 60 days in the barracks of the National Police of El Salvador. He was accidentally discovered by the International Red Cross and sent to the Mariona Jail.
"The people of El Salvador are involved in trying to
change the government, they get no respect, they get put
in jail," Molina Lara said.
"There are approximently 703 teachers and professionals and 170 women in the Salvadoran jails, simply for
speaking out." Molina Lara said.
Addressing the Reagan Administration’s intervention, Molina Lara began asking rhetorical questions.
Why, if the U.S. Government has sent $ 1 billion to the
Salvadoran government, haven’t we seen any of it?," Molina Lara asked.
"You all witnessed in 1979, the tons of weapons sent to
El Salvador, weapons don’t just disappear, where are
they? What is going on?" Molina Lara said with frustration in his voice.

SJSU Choraliers sing Brahms

Nint get whatever you want,
and you get it for less.

.1’41 C

Exiled Salvadoran union leader
discusses rebellion, U.S. aid

With only a sixth grade education,Molina Lara was
incorporated into workers’ movements, was a member of
the Labor Governing Board of the Shrimp Company of El
Salvador Inc., was a founding member of the Constitutent

Liquor Barn

1503 El Camino Real, Santa Clara

concert will be $3 for adults and $2 for children.
Saturday’s events include an opportunity for the public to meet SJSU’s administration, including President

Being the father of six children gives Molina Lara
much pride. Although he cannot be with them in El Salvador because of conflicts with the Salvadoran government.
he "carries them around in his heart."

SPECIAL SPECIALS
THIS WEEK

Nothing in college Is inexpensive these
days. particularly the weekends. Th,i t’s

A "Spartan Pops Concert" will also be held Friday at
2 p.m. in the BC Rose Garden. Price of admission for the

Gail Fullerton. at 2 p.m.
Saturday evening activities include the Spartan Blue Gold Football Game with the varsity playing the alumni
at 7:30 in Spartan Stadium and a "Brahms Birthday Celebration" featuring violinist Lauren Jakey and pianist
John Delevoryas. The Brahms concert will be at the
Music Concert Hall and is free to the public.
The performers will play three of his sonatas.
Free programs listing all Open House activities will
be available throughout the SJSU campus on both days.

Francisco State University Choral Ensemble for a
Brahms celebration.
The concert celebrating the 150th anniversary of the
German composer’s birth will begin at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
in St. Mary’s Cathedral at Gough and Geary Streets in
San Francisco.
A suggested donation of $5 will help pay for transpor
tation costs for the musicians. Tickets are available from
BASS outlets and the box offices of both universities

Saturday,.
May 7
Fountain Area. Mid -Campus
San Jose State University

3:00 p.m.
free admission

ROY ROGERS

KOKO TAYLOR

kF irebirrls

with the Blues Machine

J.J. Malone Blues Revue:
Maxine
Little John Chrisly
Percey Mayfield
Howard
and Luther Tucker Little
Jimmy
Frankie Lee
McCracklin
the Broadway Blues Band

Be sure to bring a lunch, blanket,
and plenty of suntan lotion! For more
information, call (408) 277-2807 or
(408) 277-3228 This event is funded by
the Associated Students of SJSU.
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